
Week 1.1:  Origins of IR

IR tends to be about advancing personalities. IR was created in the 20th century by those who 
were using it. The predecessor was geopolitics, tied slightly to political theory. Post WWI IR 
really came into being. 
It makes sense. There had been relative peace since Napoleon, suddenly millions were dead. 
How? IR grew out of desire to understand and to prevent war. Normative character also driven 
by policy creation. 

1935-Yale started IR center (time context). Liberalism dominated, result of WWI. Intellectual 
space for people to propose alternative ways of conducing IR. Challenge status quo. Saw WWI 
as a mistaken war. Didn’t serve national interests. Unintentional war—caused by 
misunderstandings. Create institutions to make sure parochial interests didn’t overrule national 
interests. Two tasks: some way states could better assess each other’s attentions (misperceptions 
of WWI never happen again), interest in international law (Int’l court of justice). 

Realists: coined term themselves (as compared to idealists/utopians), response to liberalism. 
Armed with theory and nature of how states act. Make sense of turmoil of world. Liberals go 
down in defeat, Realists dominate field. First great debate.

Yet liberals are portrayed as naive to power, unable to see world as it actually is. 
Yet liberals also addressed material aspect, not ideas (interdependence of trade cuts back 

war)
Belief in progress (enlightenment) through institutions, world can be fundamentally 

changed. 
Misleading aspect of the great debate: liberalists aren’t nearly as hegemonic as story tries to 
portray. 
Those fleeing from WWII played big role in the university sphere, and on areas that are new. IR 
was new. 

What is the need for Int’l Pol? We have such destructive power! Game theory introduced, 
Herman Kahn. 
Need for theory, but explodes after WWII. Gov and institutions by gov members flood money 
into universities to learn more about world it now controls. Lot more universities developing IR 
programs. Leading journals are formed. IO 1947. IP 1948. With it comes faculty and curricula, 
all contribute to establishment. 

Liberalism hadn’t gone away. Int’l orgs aren’t interesting to realists. One more important journal 
speaks to liberal thought. A lot of work done on regional and int’l integration. Primarily by Ernie
Hoss, Deutch. 

Second Great Debate: 1960s. Science and Tradition. Behaviorists (science) won. Not stimulated 
by world politics (changes in world system). Debate on methodology, wanting to be more like a 
science. Not theoretical. A lot of political science departments labeled themselves POLS. 
Previously just Politics. Made IR scholars more conscientious of methodology. By studying 
behavior the level of analysis widened. Singer, Waltz, Jervis. What level of analysis do we look 
at? There are some  negatives to defeat of traditional.

Separation from pol theory, diplomacy. Diplomatic history was dropped from curriculum.
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His people live in idea free worlds, though they have interests that are given. They do what’s 
necessary, but don’t have ideas to justify things with. Somehow you can’t invent ideas??? We 
shouldn’t see different kinds of thinkers in each state. How did the classical texts being stored in 
the Middle East not lead to the Middle East following the same path?

Contributions: PoW wasn’t a huge event that shaped the modern state system, it wasn’t a 
breaking point from the past. Helps them get what they want economic and politically. While 
Krasner is realist, this was a very normative paper. 

Spruyt: states are legitimate because they are effective. Rosberg/Jackson: states are legitimate
because of their form. Different notions of how to determine which state is legitimate. How do 
you measure transaction costs. 

“Superior” forms: it’s not that birds are “superior” to lizards, it’s just that in certain 
circumstances their traits are superior because they can fulfil certain tasks more efficiently. In the
same vein, credible commitments are very important in the past, but today do we need state 
forms to represent in the global arena in order to be seen as credible? 

Expecting homogeneity in the global realm: Spruyt expects homogeneity, as does Waltz and 
Finnemore. 

Spruyt: There will be a most efficient system and people only want to deal with it, mutual 
recognition because you can deal with the guy. More and more defect and change until everyone 
is the same. No ideational stuff here. States live in nice world where all they want to do is get 
rich. Uncertainty exists, relative gains/absolute debate. But not a lot of fear. How to get over 
uncertainty, but little fear of what your neighbor will do to you. 

Waltz: homogeneity through socialization and mimicry. You want to effectively compete 
with other states. Respond and adapt to material constraints. Not a rationalist like Spruyt. More 
like national selection, you can’t predict who survives and who doesn’t. States adapt to material, 
no social in the system. 

Finnemore: State socialization is important. State socialization is intentional. People can 
learn different interests (humanitarian intervention ex: who is it for, how can you do it?) Very, 
very social. 

Ruggie: EU rise, how did this happen? How did we get here? What is the postmodern 
concept of the state? Tries to draw from history of medieval Europe to help answer. European 
state was created in long material-minded process. Sovereignty is endogenous to the states. 
Constructivist prospective—in art and change of form (13th century changes). Rise in population,
productivity increase, luxury goods, trade, Idea of sovereignty was an extension of the ideas of 
the single point perspective. Society of states was created. 

Tilly would argue more about war, RUggie says states moved away from warmongering and 
focused more on statecraft and how they could be perceived in the state environment. 

Realists focus on relative power and force, don’t pay much attention to ideational side and 
how structures are created. 

Neoliberals might focus on benefits of reducing transaction costs. 
Krasner: assumes rulers interests are fixed.
Ruggie: how do interests change, spread, become accepted in society? 
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in. Does it take for granted the structure of institutions, or does it look at 
its situation anew at each decision point? Former: status quo orientation 
(interested), latter is “self-interested”. 

b. Society based on self-interest will have characteristics: loyalty by actors to system
is based on ability to give positive stream to actors. Long term relationships are 
difficult to maintain: actors don’t place value on relationship, only on the benefits 
arising from it. System will be thin will be thin and tenuously held together. 

c. Therefore, do not confuse interest with self-interest. 
3. Legitimacy: compliance may be motivated by genuine belief in legitimacy of norm. No 

longer by fear or self-interest but by moral obligation. Perception that system is proper 
and desirable. Recognizes self and contextual surroundings. 

a. Become behaviorally significant when content is internalized and behavior 
changes accordingly. 

b. Power shown when a state complies with a legitimate rule that goes against its 
interests. Lack of legitimacy imposes heavy cost on controllers. 

c. Legitimacy is NOT coerction. Different costs and consequences, means of 
achieving compliance, and modes of reproduction. 

Looking for Legitimacy: how do we separate the three operations? Not easy. Why so far is 
assumed, not tested. Five methods: 

1. Rates of compliance: how often do states comply with, rather than break, the rules 
studied?  Criteria needed to distinguish among three mechanisms and degree necessary. 
Must diagnose motives. 

2. Reasons given for compliance: what do actors say is their motivation. Can’t rely on 
leaders own accounts because of bias.

3. Reasons given for noncompliance: what do leaders say when they know they’re breaking 
the law? There is power in legitimacy when actors feel the need to justify noncompliance.

4. Examine whether other centers of power come to the aid of an institution under threat, 
which might be a sign that the institution is accepted as legitimate within that social 
structure. 

5. Argue for the logical necessity of legitimacy within broader image of broader social 
structure. 

None of these is capable of providing answers that are strictly compelling because none are 
falsifiable. 

Sovereignty and Social Control in International Relations
Sovereignty: of sovereignty can be seen: the fundamental principle IR is based on, and is rarely 
challenged in any profound way. Nearly every state can be considered to hold a ‘status quo’ 
orientation to sovereignty. 

Sovereignty as Coercion: 
Coercion school: emphasizes absence of hegemon means state relations will be characterized by 
a competitive struggle for security to physically secure state. 

Many world frontiers follow pattern of being undefended, even the most historically 
fought over borders. Many are indefensible by one side due to power of other side (unequals). 
Clearly external restraint on states is not what keeps them from taking over others. 
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Problem isn’t how to get people to obey law, but to contain deviance within 
acceptable levels. 

a. Some treaties require almost no deviation because stakes are so high. 
Then deviations are dealt with severely. 

b. ABM: Reagan admin preferred to attempt to reinterpret the treaty 
rather than accept serious domestic political costs of abrogation.

i. “violations” posed no threat and leaders were willing to tolerate
nonperformance. 

ii. If security can stand some deviance, then other kinds of treaties 
can withstand them too. 

iii. Free-rider problem has been overestimated, considerable 
deviant behavior is not realistic. 

iv. Defecation reaches a certain level then collapse becomes 
possible. 

6. Determining acceptable compliance level: if it is subject to broad variance 
how do we measure it? Economists have straightforward answer to look at 
resources. Usefulness is limited. 

a. Process by which preferences are aggregated is a political one. What 
is acceptable in terms of compliance will reflect perspectives and 
interests of participants in the ongoing process. 

b. International system is horizontal rather than hierarchical, may be able
to short circuit levels of compliance by its own decision. 

c. If there are no objective standards by which to recognize an 
acceptable level of compliance that may be possible to identify some 
general situations that might actuate the deployment of political power
in the interest of greater compliance. 

i. States committed to the treaty regime may sense that a tipping 
point is close so that enhance compliance would be necessary 
for regime preservation. 

ii. Second, states committed to a level of compliance higher than 
that acceptable to the generality of the parties may seek to rack 
up the standard. 

iii. Campaigning to improve a compliance level that states 
concerned would just as soon leave alone is a characteristic 
activity for NGOs, especially in the fields of human and 
environment rights. 

7. Conclusion: foregoing discussion reflects view of noncompliance as deviant 
rather than expected behavior, and as endemic rather than deliberate. 
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Decision-making processes
Logic of Consequences: Hierarchical stable set of preferences, different costs and benefits, choose the one
that maximizes utility. Could have a moral goals like justice, human rights. Could also have normative 
costs. Does have a normative component just like logic of appropriateness. 

Logic of Appropriateness: What you do given your identity and the situation. Obama thinks about 
Libya…nuclear weapons don’t enter the situation. Don’t deliberate about it, you just do it. States have 
multiple identities, given your identity in your situation, you perform an action. Just responding to 
situation. Who am I? What situation am I in? What is the appropriate thing to do given my identity? Make
a decision for what is appropriate at the time. People are rule followers. They make a decision based on 
identity. 

Realists
Carr – Twenty Years Crisis - (Normative)

 All studies motivated by purpose to fix something. People have the potential to be good.
 How we think about the world changes the world. How we collectively think of security changes 

what security means. 
 IMPLICATION: 

o If we can’t will our theories into practice, then we should still theorize so we understand 
how the world work and help us imagine a different world.

o Everyone is driven by purpose (including realism). So we can’t use the same methods 
that the physical scientists do. 

Morgenthau – Realist Theory of Intl Politics (Positive)
 Politics is governed by objective laws that have their roots in human nature. Laws are impervious 

to our preferences – objective laws
o Must be supported by facts and rational thought. 
o Ascertain facts and give them meaning through reason.

 People are inherently flawed/selfish. Therefore you need to work with these factors, thus you 
have opposing interests and have relative gains  political nature. 

 6 Principles for Morgenthau (power > morals)
o Human nature is static and repetitive
o Interest is defined by power (survival)
o Interest in power is universal

 Everyone is seeking power, but how people define power can be different
o Realism is aware of moral significance of political action

 Best option is moral subservience to politics
o Morality – Absolute value of morality doesn’t even lead to the desired outcome (in an 

attempt to describe reality). It’s not practical to lead analysis with morality. 
 There are no universal moral principles. 
 Should think about interest as defined by power (survival of nation), not 

necessarily morals. 
 Don’t combine morality (passion, ideology, democracy) with political 

conviction/act. Political nature is superior to others. 
o Realism is autonomous and untainted and recognizes the other spheres of political 

thought.
 Assumption

o Statesmen think in terms of power/static
o Man is repetitive (predictable/static)
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(which can conflict with human rights). IS provides legal protection for member states 
from international and domestic problem. And the IS seeks to promote the welfare and 
development of member states. 

 Shared acceptance of arbitrary borders post colonization. Most African states not 
treated as political system. But objects of justified colonialism. After colonialism,
the state government defaulted to colonial entities because there wasn’t anything 
else to default to from before. Colonial system divided Africa, but allowed states 
to form. Sovereignty is exogenous

 Decolonization happened during a strong IS period (UN). Support for juridical 
statehood leads to Western support of corrupt African states  
underdevelopment because of foreign aid and lack of institutions. 

o What is more constant are the juridical components which explains why states exist. 
o Juridical statehood is more important than empirical statehood in accounting for the 

persistence of states in Black Africa. International organizations have served as post-
imperial ordering devices by freezing them in inherited colonial jurisdiction and blocking
any post-independence movements toward self-determination. 

o In Europe, internal decisions helped expand the state – war and incentives for the rulers. 
In the developing world, it was the international arena that created, legitimatized and 
forced state creation. 

  In Africa, government’s ability to exercise control depends on three factors: 
o Domestic authority – Autocratic power or oligarchic. Military coups challenged this.

 Pan-Africanism is growing again because of a rejection of IMF, World Bank. 
o Apparatus of power – agents and agencies that implement and enforce government laws. 

Generally are underdeveloped based on finances, personnel and material. Also must 
contend with corruption and reliability of staff.  Size and firepower of military can also 
matter. African armies have grown in size since colonial times. 

 Are there parts in society that the central government has no control? Do the 
states have the power of empirical state where they can extract taxes and govern. 

 Weakness encourages all African states, in fact to support the rules of the IS 
institution (OAU) that upholds sovereignty, survival, identity, security. 

o Economic circumstances – Affected by the small size of the skilled work force. Also 
dependent on imports and thus to global commodity price fluctuations for First World. 
Corruption enables the exploitation of the economy to benefit political elite. 

 Because they get foreign aid, they don’t need to build internal state structures 
such as building institutions with the periphery. Make these states dependent on 
the IS. Sovereignty is exogenous

Krasner – Westphalia and All That - (Consequences)
 PoW wasn’t a catalyst for change as much as people believe it to be. 

o Sovereignty explained by material not ideational factors
 Exclusive control over territory existed pre-PoW, just because it was formalized 

doesn’t mean there was a huge shift in state values.
 Ideas codify material forces (Africa maintaining Colonial boundaries). They 

legitimatized political practices that were already facts on the ground. 
 Development of long-distance trade and new military technology
 The broad idea base (because of material diversity) available in Europe   

allowed for rulers to make dramatic institutional innovations with the 
legitimacy of shared understanding. These shared understandings could 
be crafted on a wide range of beliefs. If the range of ideas is limited, the 
ability of a polity to respond effectively to new conditions can be limited.
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 Based on relationship to persuader. Identify the legitimacy of arguments (ingroup
legitimate compared to outgroup). Information coming for culturally recognized 
authorities (scientists, doctors, leaders). 

Finnemore – Norms, Culture Sociology’s Institutionalism (Appropriateness)
 Why should sociology’s institutions matter to PS scholars?

o Provides a system level theoretic framework with which to analyze international politics 
and generates testable hypotheses about international behavior that compete with realism 
and liberalism. They predict similarities in behavior, whereas realism and liberalism 
predict differences in behavior by differently situated actors with different interests. 

o Institutionalists present opportunities to investigate globalizing phenomena and the 
growing power of individuals which is process that happens in conjunction of increasing 
state authority. 

o Improvement on constructivists ideas. Specify the content of social structure by telling us
what it is. The world culture (western and Weberian components)

 Explains how different norms fit together. 
o Incorporates and endogenizes historical changes, rather than abstracting from them. Time

and space matter. Need to focus on what is different over time. Norms of a specific time 
in history shape behavior and interests. 

o Also affects sovereignty. Western culture legitimated sovereignty as a nation state. 
o There is a clash of civilizations, but global cultural homogenization. Culture is 

hegemonic
 Failed states are propped up, rather than just failing or being reorganized (like 

colonies). 
 Not a result of internal demands, but external legitimation. Some states don’t 

exist because they are efficient/effective (security, growth, equality), but because 
they are supported by world culture. 

 Rationality is defined by legitimacy. Social and cognitive behavior

Kelley - International Actors on the Domestic Scene: Membership Conditionalisty and Socialization by 
International Institutions (Consequences)
When and how do international institutions influence domestic policy?

 : Membership conditionality motivated most behavior changes, but that socialization-based 
efforts often guided them. Domestic opposition posed far greater obstacles to socialization-based 
methods than it did to membership conditionality; when used alone, socialization-based methods 
rarely changed behavior; when they did, the domestic opposition was usually low and the effect 
was only moderate. Rather, incentive-based membership conditionality were crucial to changing 
policy. As domestic opposition grew, membership conditionality was not only increasingly 
necessary to change behavior, but was effective.

 Norms can be included in cost-benefit analysis. Norms guide material framework and can be 
constraining. 

Schimmelfenning – Strategic Calculation and International Socialization (Rationalist)
According to this approach, socialization consists in a process of reinforcement, and its effectiveness 
depends on the balance between the international and domestic costs and benefits of compliance over an 
extended period of time.

 Rationalist approach – socialization is a process of reinforcement that has 3 components
o The membership conditionality into EU and NATO reinforces reward under condition of 

conformance with the community norms and rules. If country does not conform, the 
EU/NATO withold reward but do not engage in coercive enforcement. 
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Week 1: Pinker, Katzenstein

1. What are some of the problems with following “the headlines” too closely?  
News is about things that happen, not things that don’t happen. “here is a country where 
war has never broken out, never bombed, etc.” Some categories of violence are dramatic, 
but claim relatively low numbers of lives. 
“Follow the trend lines, not the headlines.”

2. Why is the use of statistics a “morally enlightened” choice?  Do you agree, and do the 
authors live up to their own stated ideals?
Con: can seem calloused, turning lives into numbers. 
Pro: treats every life as having equal value, rather than privileging the people who are 
closest to us or the most photogenic. Holds out hope that we might identify the causes of 
violence and implement measures to reduce it.

5-10x as many people die in police-blotter homicides as in wars. And in most of the 
world, the rate of homicides has been sinking.
Violence against women has been sinking for decades, and is now only a quarter of what 
it was. 
Violence against children has dropped to about 1/3 of what it has been in the 1980s and 
90s in three major categories: violent victimization in schools, physical abuse, and sexual
abuse.  

3. What happened after Daniel Patrick Moynihan lamented the decline of liberal democracy 
in 1975?  What is happening today?  Does this map onto the decline of violence 
perfectly, partially, or not at all?
“Like monarchy, a holdover form of government, but has no place in the future.” At a 
time of communist, fascist, military, or strongmen dictators. But a wave of 
democratization followed shortly after. Followers are few and far between now. 
Democracy craze has slowed, but shows no sign of reversing. Many of most wealthy and 
most powerful states are democratic. Even the nondemocratic are less repressive. 

4. How do the authors break down the concept of violent conflict/war?  What are the trends 
in these different areas?
World is not nearly as ‘genocidal’ as it was in its peak in the 1940s. Global rate has fallen
since the early 1960s, with spikes from instances of Biafra, Sudan, Indonesia, Rwanda, 
Bosnia, and others. Many postwar genocides were accompanied by splurges of torture 
and violence. The difference is that then they were not broadcasted on social media. 
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Week 4: Kastenbaum, Hayter

David Kastenbaum, “Climate Change is Victim of ‘Tragedy of the Commons,’” NPR News, 27 November 
2009.  http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=120883813 

1. What is the “tragedy of the commons”?  How does commercial fishing exemplify this?  
Can you think of other examples?
Relates to a common rsource—it makes sense to take full advantage of it (catch as many 
fish) because if you don’t, someone else will. As a result, we run out of fish (carbon 
emissions.

2. What is the red/black card game, and how is it an analogy for climate change?  What 
happens when players negotiate and play more than one round?  How do you think you 
would play the game?
Everyone gets one red, oen black. Everyone gets $1 for each red card that gets turned in. 
But if they don’t, they still get that money plus $5 (everyone in this class gets about $25).
It makes sense for everyone to turn in cards. But some people withhold, which leads to 
more withholding. Cooperation fails. 

3. Do the interviewed experts sound hopeful about mitigating climate change?  Are you 
hopeful?  Why or why not?
Card game repeated across many regions and cultures, results are the same. There needs to be 
some way to monitor whether everyone is doing as they promise. Why we need negotiators. A 
lot of negotiations could be solved by solving the tragedy of the commons. 

Patchell, Jerry, and Roger Hayter. "How Big Business Can Save the Climate." Foreign Affairs 92 (2013): 
17-22.

1. What was the Montreal Protocol, and why was it successful?
1987- International agreement set to phase out chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and other 

dangerous chemicals. Worked, by 1996, developed countries had stopped their production and 

consumption of CFCs, by 2006 eliminated 95% of the ozone depleting emissions. 

Success: system of oligopoly, largest developed new technologies which forced their 

competitors to follow suit. 

2. What is the UNFCCC, and what has it lacked?
UN Framework Convention on Climate Change: negotiating process aimed at getting countries 

to reduce their emissions of heat-trapping greenhouse gasses. Founders because of 

disagreements between developed and developing countries, difficulties in credibility 

measuring, reporting, and verifying emissions reductions, vested interests in the energy sector. 
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Requires strong domestic support. Evidence is ambiguous and hard to support. Becomes

hard to prove that “war is not necessary” (WWII as example, Britain and France vs 

Germany)

Threats cannot be contained by deterrence. 

4. “We will not live in fear.”  How does Jervis interpret this sentence?
Makes no sense, fear is often well founded. “What it indicates is a desire for a safer 

world, despite the fact that the US lived in fear through the Cold War and survived quite

well. An impulse to assert control by acting. 

5. Why does the policy of unilateralism make some sense, according to Jervis?
It makes other to apply pressure on the adversary. A legit claim and perhaps the best 

policy.

6. How have the United States’ relations with its allies changed over time?
“Big partners should consult with smaller partners.” “We are no longer in an era where 

one or two countries control the fate of another country. Bush describes the world as he

would like it to be, not as it is.”

7. How was the United States’ assertion of hegemony an “accident waiting to happen?”
Created most viable target as the leader. Terrorism  is the weapon of weak actors 

against the leading state. 

8. “Americans are from Mars, Europeans are from Venus.”  What does this phrase mean, 
and why doesn’t Jervis agree with it?

Europe’s resistance to the war is attributed to the peaceful world view produced by its 

success in overcoming historical rivalries and creating a law-governed society.

9. Given his concerns in the conclusion, would the Jervis of 2003 be surprised with how 
foreign policy under the Bush Doctrine (wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, relations with 
Europe, etc.) turned out by the end of Bush’s presidency?
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